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A letter from the Director
La Voz was created as a medium by which we communicated information to the acequia community involved in this journey to
reestablish the historical acequias in the South Valley as Political Sub-Divisions of the State. Today, La Voz is used to present the
work of our emerging leaders and to continue to inform the community regarding relevant land and water-related issues.

Dear Community,
 
We are entering 2023 with renewed and complicated struggles to protect water. Climate change and drought are
affecting cities and municipalities across the Southwest because the Colorado and Rio Grande river systems are
“running out of water” due to the drought. If there is no change in climate patterns, we will progressively continue to
see less and less water. This trend will affect all of us in the Southwest. 
 The realities of our water situation have polarized our community into those who advocate for urban growth and
development and those who advocate for rethinking how we are going about growing. It will seem, based on the
narratives expressed by those who support and advocate for urbanization and increased industrial development,
including extractive industries, that the latter group is antagonistic toward growth and development, but that is not
actually the case. Water protectors are not against growth and development, they represent the voice of reason within
an arid environment that is going through climate change and thus resources need to be allocated in a manner that not
only us will be able to have enough water to subsist, but that there is enough water to sustain future generations and
the ecosystems we all depend on. 
 
The quest is not to limit water use, but rather to raise consciousness of the fragility of our ecosystem and scarce water
resources, and to take smart decisions when it comes to allocating water resources. Our guiding questions need to be
in line with the need to have food security for our region. How do we ensure that acequias and agriculture will be
viable in the future? How do we ensure that domestic water users will not be affected if the drought continues? How
can we ensure that our faith will not be the same as the projected faith illustrated in the article about water
availability for the greater Phoenix metropolitan area? 
 
As we enter 2023, CESOSS is renewing its commitment to oppose irrational development and policy decisions made
based on greed and private interests. To do this we will continue to organize our acequia walk and talks to continue
learning about our history and water realities, we will continue to have our youth leadership education program to
train our youth, and we will continue to oppose irrational urban sprawl so we can keep in mind that it is not just about
us; it is also about the wellbeing of our future generations. Not thinking about the unborn will be irresponsible on our
part and a disservice to those who depend on us for them to enjoy the same privileges we have today. Our privilege is
to have drinking water and to understand that water is life. We pledge to continue being good stewards of the legacy
we enjoy today here in Atrisco, and with that in mind; we will push the fact that here, in Atrisco, we have legal water
rights and the responsibility to protect and preserve our water, our acequias, and our community. 

Thank you for your support and for continuing this fight against greed and favoring special interests that do not have
in mind the best interests of our community.

 
JORGE GARCIA

SOMOS ATRISCO



A Poem from Levi Romero
Levi Romero was selected as the inaugural New Mexico Poet
Laureate in 2020 and New Mexico Centennial Poet in 2012. His
most recent book is the co-edited anthology, Querencia:
Reflections on the New Mexico Homeland. His two collections of
poetry are A Poetry of Remembrance: New and Rejected Works
and In the Gathering of Silence. He is co-author of Sagrado: A
Photopoetics Across the Chicano Homeland. His co-edited, New
Mexico Poetry Anthology, is forthcoming from UNM Press, 2023.
He is a member of the Macondo Writers Workshop. He is an
Associate Professor in the Chicana and Chicano Studies
department at the University of New Mexico. He is from the
Embudo Valley of northern New Mexico.

columpio
 

i feel like i'm finally getting back
into the swing of things

 
the trees not yet begun to lose their

leaves
i too

am static as the
 

right before
 

i watch the cat's hair
on its back

bristle
 

a sun ripened season
a stray dog on a stroll

autumn's light and shadow
crickets eulogizing summer

 
the vecina said

she had been canning apples this past week
baking pies, churning apple butter

and hanging up time
 

on the clothesline
 

yesterday afternoon
i met a man

walking along the ditch bank
 
 
 

 
 

unshaven and thickly bundled
for mid-september, i thought,

from his fingers hung
a can of beer

 
¿qué andas haciendo? he asked

buscando la llorona, i said
¿no la has visto?

 
he smiled

a flash of beautiful
false teeth

his eyes dark as walnuts
 

ni la conosco, he said
denying everything

 
i saw the reflection of my shadow

floating down the acequia
 

a tire half buried in the mud
with a broken

 
rope snaking

in the
weeds

 
Levi Romero

 



The CESOSS institute consists of a variety of work sessions and trainings that
incorporate the identification of a pertinent issue, mapping the issue affecting

the community, and culminating in the presentation of a brief focused on
research, analysis, and recommendations.

 
Because CESOSS is firmly grounded in our local South Valley community, we
strongly believe in the interconnections of land, water, culture/traditions, and

policy development. It is our hope and intent that our Future Community
Leaders (FCLs) will understand and appreciate the deep connections that this

community, as well as other communities, have to land and water and how
important the preservation of culture/traditions is to the people.

 
We incorporated policy development as one of the larger frames for this

curriculum because we believe that it is pivotal to develop young leaders who
understand the importance and impact policy has on our local communities. We

can no longer afford for our communities and youth to see themselves as
detached from legislation and policy development.

The main purpose of the Cultivando Nuestro Futuro Leadership Institute is to
empower our young adults and communities by providing our youth with the

necessary skills, strategies, and tools needed to better understand local
community issues and the effects that the legislative process has on New

Mexican communities (e.g. water rights; land; health disparities; food justice;
environmental justice; educational equity; etc.). Thus, our institute focuses on

community issues, legislation, and policy development.

Cultivando Nuestro Futuro 
Leadership Institute  

Fall 2022 and Spring 2023 
 



Meet Our Interns

Karina Quiroz Brayan Garcia

Emma Bolivar Katie 
Abrego-Lozano



The Leadership Institute is a community-based education program of
CESOSS. The purpose of this institute is to take a proactive role in
developing new generations of leaders in our communities to advocate
for the preservation of acequias. Interns discuss and analyze the issues
that impact the Valle de Atrisco (South Valley) and the larger Middle
Rio Grande region. The institute curriculum is focused on legislation
and local policy development.
 
CESOSS is firmly grounded in the Valle de Atrisco and Middle Rio
Grande communities, and we firmly believe in the interconnectedness
of land, water, and tradition. Our goal is to help our interns understand
alternative forms of leadership and activism. We want the next
generation of leaders to break from typical Western notions of being a
leader. 

The CESOSS Leadership Institute is free to all interns. Donations of all
sizes pay for program expenses, so we can continue to educate young
leaders at no cost. 

YOU CAN SUPPORT OUR INTERNS BY DONATING TODAY!

Leadership Institute 
Needs Your Support 



Background – Who are we?
This proposal was prepared and presented by members of the Red Wolf Band who are also responsible for the local
community organizations that will be participating in the development of this project. Red Wolf, CESOSS, and
Timekeepers are established groups that are known and respected for their work and contributions to the South Valley
community and beyond.

Problem Overview
The purpose of this proposal is for our collective community collaboration to participate in the Hidden Gems initiative
organized by the Wildflowers Institute by proposing the implementation of the “Hidden Gems Framework” in our
community to discover the “generative spaces” and the hidden gems of our community.  The bases of our community are
land, water, our children and youth, and our ceremonies. Our intent would be to attract our community leaders, poets,
muralists, and organizers to submit a piece of art of any form (written, visual, graphic, or virtual) to represent the beauty
of our Valley de Atrisco.  

The goal of this project was twofold. We want to learn, highlight, and expose the “invisible social, cultural, economic,
and spiritual fabric” that connects our community of Atrisco/South valley. We also want to apply the Wildflower
Framework to learn the deepest feelings, notions and aspirations of the community, and aspirations, and to share the
findings with local community leaders, elected officials, funders, and business leaders so we can all consequently
cherish the profound beauty of our community through the eyes of the people in our community. 

Implementation
Our implementation broadly followed the Wildflowers Framework of the Hidden Gems project that highlighted the
Tenderloin neighborhood in San Francisco, CA to discover the themes that highlight our community. Because we
understand that every neighborhood is unique, therefore we will allow for themes to emerge based on the vision and
understanding of our community members. 

To coordinate this project, we  incorporated phases similar to those used in the Tenderloin Project.  The process for
collecting these stories would be as follow: 

Phase 1: Solidify an action plan and expand the participation of community members in the coordinating group by
creating a community wide group that will oversee the project. 

Phase 2: The Coordinating Group and the Project Coordinator will create all the appropriate materials and launch the
project 
Create all materials.

Phase 3: Organize the strategy for the call for art submissions (artwork, music, stories, photography, etc.) that tell the
story of the South Valley using posters circulated throughout the neighborhood (both physical posters and online
promotional material will be used). Under this phase we will gather the stories of community members using a short 1-
page questionnaire and/or possible short audio/video recordings.

Phase 4: Analyze stories and questionnaires for themes and better understanding of social fabric that connects the South
Valley

Phase 6: Organize award ceremony in community to honor artwork/stories selected; up to 60 $1,000 awards will be
given

Phase 7: Based on an analysis of stories/artwork, we will follow up with Wildflowers for possible book/publication to
highlight project even further

Hidden Gems Project



We want to thank all those who participated in the
Hidden Gems project. We have selected artists and

creatives who will be honored in a ceremony on
January 15th, 3:30-6:30 pm. 

Below are the artists submitted pieces that
highlighted and shared the hidden components the

South Valley (Atrisco) has. 
For more information visit: 

Hidden Gems Project
 HIDDEN GEMS CEREMONY



Learn more at cesoss.org

 

 

Joe Stephenson Alberto Gutierrez William Mohr

Esther Garcia Thomas Powell Cat and Harriette Tsosie

Artist Recognition



Artist Recognition

Dora Chavarria Joshua Patterson Cassidy Gallegos

Naima Chavarria Mixtli Chavarria Zahari Chavarria



Artist Recognition

Michael Ipiotis Ras Elijiah Tafari Vanessa Alvarado 

Eric Garcia Jade CruzLysander Reid-Powell



   COCINA DE MAMA
 

Alimento, ven a comer.
     Nutrimento.

Curanderas espirituales y fuertes
      han bendecido los portillos de

              mi existencia.
 Golpecitos del bolio
       maza distendida.
Lecciones enseñadas

       militancia comienza en la cocina.
Mujeres siempre con su lumbre 

       siempre calentando algo.
Una aroma

      que hace desesperar.
Mujer Del Valle

      haciendo sus niños fuertes.
Si comida haces, vendrán 
Alimentado cuerpo y alma
      con cuentos y un frijol. 

Abuelas biscochitos
      golosinas se disolverán

              en tu boca.
 

Tú y el ojo
      de tu memoria

          oyen sus palabras.
Antepasdos bendicen

      cada rincón
           cada grieta de mi alma.

Niño bailado en la cosina
        ! Aaa-joo-ah!
Militancia nació

      en la cocina de mama.
Revolución con el tacataca

        del bolío.
Chicanas somos

     de la reina
           a la Malinche
              hijas madres

La Guadalupana
       guardián de las joyas 

             mas preciosas
    La Plebe.

Los que extasiant de la cocina
       nunca salen con hambre.

La unica piqueta 
     es donde se rasga la tortilla.

Mandando al que viene
 con panza llena  
 corazón contento

 
Yo soy la guardián 

      de la llama.
Militancia comenzó 
      en esta cocina 

         muncho antes de mi.
Yo atizo la lumbre
      de revolución 

        a través quien soy.
Soy Chicana

Golpecitos de Bolio.
 

I also have adio colaboration with local musician Christian Orellana. This poem is Archived with the Merced de Atrisco.
Thank you for your consideration .

 
Sinceramente,

Priscilla Baca y Candelaria



 
 colores de las sandias

water flowing in las acequias 
grammas making fresh tortillas 

roasted chile in the air
red and green everywhere 

its always been more than a destination 
this place that is my culture, my identity, my home

has become the victim of gentrification 
the victim of outsiders and their unknowns

full of people who call themselves “new Mexican” 
just because they live here, fancy houses they own 

I am a new Mexican because that’s all I’ve ever known 
mi sangre, familia, todo de mi 
este lugar mi querencia, aqui

 
-Shelbie Corriz 



 
Come gather 'round Artists wherever you roam

 down to the South Valley to stake your new home 
No need for your work to stand on it's own

It's the neighborhood we'll be a stagin'
That banner is now ours to carry 

And no  it's not kitsch, it's "Contemporary "
For the Valley it is a changin' 

 
Come showcases,  studios and Tours all around

We'll bring Love and Light and Nob Hill, the red carpet is down 
In the Muertos Parade we'll dress like a clown,

with that banner held high and a wavin'
Don't stand in line, no need to ask 

Just put on a Calavera mask
For the Valley it is a changin'

 
Self promoters,  grantwriters, if you're good with a pen 

you can go to the well 
then again and again 

It's not about you, you'll be doin' it for them 
The people down here need a savin'

They'll dig what we're a sayin', know where we're comin" from
'Cuz the Valley it is a changin' 

 
We'll be bringin' 'em Fire! That's right people,  !Fuego!, Y no le hace por quen es hasta luego 

"See say pway day!" with McCune on our side
That bandwagon rolls by wel'll all hop a ride 

We ain't goin' nowhere 
They can't turn this tide

The order dont need rearrangin'
We've always been first, ain't no changin' that 

But the Valley it is a changin'
 

What gunshots? What junkies? We ran "em all out 
Don't mind them, they're anger is all they're about 

Those "Neighborhood Activists" calling us out
I don't know what they're a sayin'

They can't get over history 
Their words are just a mystery 
But the Valley it is a changin'

 
Come Artists' non-profits Umbrellas,  Foundations  

We'll bring economic stimulation 
Don't heed that talk about gentrification 

No matter who we'll be a displacin'
It's too late, that train has done left the station 

For our Manifest Art Destination 
And the Valley we will be a changin'

i



The Place I Met Her
El Mundo era perfecto
Far from all the noise

The place she called home
Where she chose to see flowers grown Rain was beautiful

Far from all noise
She began to find her voice Loud, unafraid, and proud When she held nothing back Es cuando

la conocí
The place she called home

Soon she would know
Was far from most hope

Most would fall in love with escape She held onto some hope
Siempre busco la páz que nunca encontro She did her best to hold onto it

And after darkest nights
You’d think there was only sunsine

Ahí la conocí
Beauty all around

You see,
If you weren’t around you’d never understand She’s the strongest woman I am becoming

Estos días
Suelo recorder la Lluvia

Y se me olvidan los días que supe Supe que ella me salvaría
I remember watching her grow up Mostly on her own

With only the moon for company And the night took that away too She was the sunshine
The little girl whose hand I’d love to hold Taught me to hold my own

She made it through all those nights A sweet paradise
A place “far from hope” Is the place I call home Y es donde la conocí

I pray the makes it home to me
-Daisy Ortega 



South Valley Artist Feature

Crime Scene Ditchbank WinterBest Buddies

Robert (Corky) Frausto

Robert (Corky) Fausto grew up in South Texas in a border town called
Eagle Pass, He lived in different cities around Texas before moving
here to New Mexico, and has been in the South Valley for about thirty
years. Driving around and spending time in the South Valley really
has inspired his work, and seeing things that are iconic or call out to
him in the moment, as he puts it. Corky loves the rural quality, the
"homeyness", and the local business aspect of the South Valley. He’s
trying to really capture life in the South Valley and what it’s truly like
through his work. He likes the idea of painting his life and has lived by
that, things he’s experienced, places he goes, people he meets, and so
on. As Corky puts it, "If you look at my complete body of work those
elements come through very completely". 



What does water mean to students at
South Valley Prep?

Learn more at cesoss.org

Water is important because all living things
need water to survive. Because trees need water
and if trees die we don’t have oxygen, and
without oxygen we as humans don’t live since
it’s a necessity. Trees bring us oxygen, water
brings trees life as oxygen does to us. “ Water is
life” means that if you can’t drink water, you
can’t live. Water keeps everything alive. 

What the natural environment means to me it’s
very special to me, it’s a beautiful place that I
would protect if I could. Although I am young
and I am the future, the amount of power I have
at the moment is limited due to age and
overprotectiveness and the fact I don’t go into the
environment as much as I should.Water is
important because water brings life, us humans
are made of water. It’s a constant thing present in
our lives. Water helps bring us oxygen, since trees
need water to survive. What, ‘What is life’ means
the same thing as life, life is what lives, what can
move like trees, grass animals, us.

Water is important because it lives in all of
us and no living thing would be able to
survive without it.
"Water is life" means what we are all
thinking, it's how we think life could be
different.


